" It's a book I value a great deal," she said.
He read the title :
" Selected Poems, by Paul Verlaine. Oh, so you are fond of poetry, madame ? "
She did not reply. She was looking in the corner of the room, at a little table, with books taken apart, cut in pieces, which must have been reduced to this condition for binding. She spoke almost anxiously:
" It doesn't ever happen, in the course of work, that a book is damaged, spoilt - by accident ? "
"Certainly not, madame. In any case, I am respon
sible	"
" I asked because -1 value this copy so much.   I wanted
" Have no fear, madame. What kind of binding would you like ? Have you made up your mind ? **
She felt suddenly very ill at ease in the presence of this too distinguished bookbinder. If she had dared, she would have picked up her book and gone out. The veil which had hung between her and things since morning dissolved. She saw clearly the shop, the leather thongs on the two tables, which looked like vestiges of torture; the books pulled to pieces, out of which torn threads were sticking in all directions; the door at the back of the shop which led to the habits of a life unknown to her.
The bookbinder looked at her out of his deep-set, sharp eyes. Perhaps he realised the feeling of embarrassment which was taking possession of her. He turned his eyes away, and spoke with the most disinterested amiability.
" I can show you several types of binding, and some samples of leather. It would assist me if you would give me some idea of the price you wish to pay."
He lined up on the table half a dofcen volumes, which he took out of a little, low bookcase, whose glass front was covered by a green rep curtain.
" How much would this cost ? y>
" Something like this ? Without any ornamentation ? Isn't it a little severe for poetry ? Certainly it's in very good

